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 [12:45]       Reston: we've dropped off too.  great job peepul. 

[14:05]        Mikey: just checking -- is this the BC meeting? 

[14:05]     Philip_S: Why is the Bc spending 1 hous on the ICANN strat plan, Its important for ICANN but 

only marginallly important for comercial users 

[14:38]     Philip_S: I must leave now - bye all 

[14:47]     Ron13347: Mikey is your hand still up to speak? 

[14:47]        Mikey: oops...  sorry about that. 

[14:47]     Ron13347: no problem... thanks. 

[14:51]     Ron13347: Anyone who has a question or comment for Kevin please advise 

[14:54]     metalitz: or maybe we have far too many structures -- thanks to GNSO "improvements" 

[14:59]        Mikey: could Pam get a little closer to the mic?  she's pretty faint on the bridge 

[15:00]     Ron13347: is that better? 

[15:01]        Mikey: yep! 

[15:21]        Ron_2: Steve and Zahud are setting up 

[15:22]        Ron_2: excuse typo: Zahid... 

[15:22]     metalitz: Is Rod Beckstrom expected?  Sorry if I missed this at beginning of meeting..... 

[15:23]        Ron_2: No he can't make it... We have the two new VPs instead 

[15:24]     metalitz: Have they already presented? 

[15:24]        Mikey: nope 

[15:24]        Ron_2: They are scheduled right after this presentation 

[15:25]        Ron_2: 3:30 our time, but I think we are running a little late 

[15:25]  Tony_Holmes: Heading for the ISPCP meeting - thanks 

[15:26]        Ron_2: They are David Olive, Policy; Jamie Hedlund, Gov Affairs 

Ron_2: Thanks for checking out Tony 

[15:31]        Mikey: "sucked"?  is that a technical term? 

[15:32]        Ron_2: Chris Chaplow is adding it to the acronym list he is building... ;o) 

[15:33]   Berry_Cobb: Proper words is not my strong suit in the heat of the battle....so I resort to 

http://nbo.icann.org/meetings/nairobi2010/presentation-contractual-compliance-09mar10-en.pdf


simplicity.  :-) 

[15:33]        Mikey: :-) 

[15:35]        Ron_2: VPs are arriving now 

[15:40]        Mikey: he's pretty far from the mic -- hard to hear 

[15:42]        Ron_2: How's it sound now? 

[15:42]        Mikey: much better      thanks! 

[15:43]   Berry_Cobb: question to room....ICANN board is officially vote on EOI this Friday, yes? 

[15:43]        Ron_2: Not confirmed, but the feeling in the hallways is that that is what will happen... 

[15:44]        Mikey: any sense of which way the vote's going to go? 

[15:44]        Ron_2: 50/50 

[15:44]   Berry_Cobb: this link could perhaps show the decision.... 

http://www.icann.org/en/learning/webinars.htm 

[15:44]        Ron_2: Questions? 

[15:45]   Berry_Cobb: the 2nd webinar discusses it.  If EOI were to be voted down, why have a webinar 

on it? 

[15:45]        Mikey: good thinking 

[15:45]        Ron_2: ...transparency, gentlemen, transparency... 

[15:46]        Ron_2: Thanks, Steve, I'll get you in the queue 

[15:47]        Mikey: echo on the bridge 

[15:47]        Mikey: better 

[15:47]        Mikey: thanks! 

[15:47]        Ron_2: good 

[15:49]        Mikey: echo is back 

[15:49]        Mikey: fixed now...  thanks 

[15:50]        Ron_2: The tech team aren't sure why this occurs, so we apologize for this... 

[15:50]        Mikey: no worries -- lots of moving parts.  **great** response time to fix 

[15:52]        Ron_2: Steve do you have a follow on question? 

[15:54]     metalitz: no 

[15:54]        Ron_2: Coul.d pleaed take your hand down until you do?  Thanks 

[15:54]     metalitz: sorry 

[15:55]        Ron_2: No prob.  This is my first time running this so don't know how to do it from my side 

yet... 

[15:57] *** Signoff: carlo (Connection closed) 

[15:57] *** carlo (anon@dhcp25.iit.cnr.it) has joined channel #tsavoannex2 

[15:58] *** Signoff: Berry_Cobb (Connection closed) 

[15:58] *** Signoff: carlo (Connection closed) 

[15:58] *** carlo (anon@dhcp25.iit.cnr.it) has joined channel #tsavoannex2 

[15:59]        Ron_2: last call for questions of our guests 

[16:01] *** Ron (anon@196.45.122.239) has joined channel #tsavoannex2 

[16:02]          Ron: I'm sorry but I was just thrown off the wifi here, so I don't have control of the system 

until someone can reconnect me 

[16:03]          Ron: Rob, if you're close by, can you oro someone else assist? 



[16:06]     metalitz: I will drop off here.  Thanks for opening your BC meeting to the rest of us! 

[16:06]  Nick_Ashton: just promoted you Ron 

[16:06]  Nick_Ashton: is that what you needed? 

[16:06]  Nick_Ashton: or are you also Ron2? 

[16:07]   Ron_215041: Yes, the system keeps assigning me new names 

[16:08]  Nick_Ashton: OK, promoted the second you :) 

[16:08]   Ron_215041: Thanks, Nick! 

[16:10]  Nick_Ashton: happy to - sorry for the delay, I'm surfing all of the rooms for this sort of thing, 

along with others to help 

[16:11]   Ron_215041: All good, but please check back often because the network has dropped me 

several time this aft 

[16:13]   Ron_215041: Questions on this slide? 

[16:14]   Ron_215041: For clarity, this is the next slide... 

[16:15]   Ron_215041: and the last slide here 

[16:17]   Ron_215041: Any questions re these last group of slides? 

[16:21]        Mikey: Zahid could get closer to the mic 

[16:22]   Ron_215041: OK, Mikey? 

[16:22]        Mikey: fair...  livable... 

[16:22]        Mikey: there ya go 

[16:22]        Mikey: thanks 

[16:29]          Ron: Nick, I got dropped again... Can you reconnect me please? 

[16:30]          Ron: or Margie? 

[16:31]  Margie_Mila: Ron-  you are host now 

[16:31]          Ron: Thanks! 

[16:32]          Ron: Questions on this slide anyone? 

[16:36]        Mikey: GREAT job Steve 

[16:37]          Ron: We're winding up now.  Thanks everyone. 

[16:40]        Mikey: nifty meeting peepul.  gotta drop off and be an audio-geek. 

 


